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Welcome to the
Gasline Newsletter

Published monthly by LPG and
Gas Associations of New Zealand

Gasline is published regularly as part of the
industry's efforts to encourage the direct use of
natural gas and LPG into households and small
businesses.
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Use farm, metro waste for green LPG
Government commits to national energy strategy
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Using natural gas and LPG as a direct energy source offers

Gas energy is here to stay – gas industry launches Future Sure

numerous cost, environmental and energy efficiency benefits. Gas

campaign

New Zealand hopes to educate consumers and policy makers about

Energy Australia okays net-zero hybrid power plant

the many advantages of making wider use of this strategic energy

GasNZ Forum update

asset.

Use farm, metro waste for green LPG

Gas energy is here to stay – gas industry launches
Future Sure campaign

New Zealand’s gas industry is today launching its Future Sure
campaign, giving Kiwis confidence that gas energy will
continue to flow well into the future.

New Zealand can leverage biofuel production trends overseas
to make renewable LPG from municipal and agricultural waste
by 2035, an industrial engineering consultancy says

Read More

Read more

EnergyAustralia okays net-zero hybrid power plant
Government commits to national energy strategy

EnergyAustralia has approved Australia’s first net zero
emissions hydrogen and gas capable power plant in the
Illawarra region of New South Wales.
The Government will develop a national energy strategy to
guide the transition to a low-carbon economy, Energy and
Resources Minister Megan Woods told the CEP Conference
2021 in Christchurch late last month.

Read More

GasNZ Forum update

Read more

Gas Industry Company: Methanex, gas critical to
energy transition
Following the GasNZ Forum update in March, Gas NZ is excited
to announce the confirmation of several guest speakers for the
27-28 October event.
Read More

Methanex’s moves to free up gas to back up the electricity
system demonstrates the importance of reliable gas supply to
support new renewables, the Gas Industry Company (GIC) says.
Read more

STORY IDEAS?

We are always looking for stories from
both the natural gas and LPG worlds, as
well as the wider gas community.
If you have any story ideas for Gasline please email Daniel.
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